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Take Advantage of the NADEX 20
Minute Binary Options Ability to
Advance Profits with Small Price
Movement Paired with High Velocity
Price Action Setups

The NADEX 20 minute binary option offers a lot of
opportunity for those who know how to trade high velocity
that can pair up within the 20-minute binary options cycle.
Actually the profits can be tremendous in that NADEX

offers

such great risk to reward ratios whereas with not too much
movement you can turn binary option from let’s say 15 into
90 or even 100 through expiring in the money. That would be
a return of 600% just in case you were wondering.
But ultimately what counts is what you can take out as a net
profit by combining your winners and losers. Just waiting a
few trades in a row doesn’t mean beans. Hitting a net profit
on a daily average basis – that’s the key. A lot binary
options traders simply haven’t done their math homework.
What do I mean haven’t done their math homework? With NADEX
if you don’t know NADEX you need to get our NADEX 101 course
immediately. You need to understand the math and how it
works at NADEX. This is not like your traditional binary
options broker where you need very high winning percentages
in order to make money. You can make a literal fortune at
NADEX just by having a 50% winning average system! How is
that possible? Simple! The risk-reward ratios that NADEX so
kindly provides. If your are winning say, 3 profit units
when you when and losing 1 profit unit when you lose and you
win 1/2 the time – well you can do the math on that!
The ability to scalp the NADEX 20 minute binary option is
pretty sweet though! Even as time ticked down towards
expiration it takes very little movement to quick pop a
position from let’s say 30 to 80 and you can quit grab that
cash at a mere flinch of the price of the underlying
instrument which would be an index future at this point.
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